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In Life ISN'T a Reality Show, breakout star of Bravo’s learned about
succeeding without getting stuck up, with insights into from keeping a
relationship fresh while juggling 4 kids (with not a nanny around the
corner) to finding the very best beauty steals and home-decorating
inspirations.s The Real Housewives of Beverly Hills Kyle Richards
reveals everything she’Pop culture fanatics and fans of hip, no-nonsense
women’s Life ISN'T possible Show.re searching for and more in Richards’s
books from Kelly Cutrone, Bethenny Frankel, and Brandi Glanville will
find all they’
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I don't know why We expected more. ways to get a husband .. I don't know
why I'm surprised I was disappointed in this.! This wasn't horrible, but
it was like reading an extremely long text message, or Facebook post,
complete with every other sentence closing with "Ha-ha!" Maybe if that
weren't the case, it would have already been more tolerable. It makes me
feel like she actually wrote the book herself instead of having some
ghost article writer put some generic reserve together and then slap her
name on it for cash. Yea, wellbeing born with a silver spoon didn't harm
either. This book is certainly full of product placement (I don't think
they make that Trish McEvoy lipgloss anymore btw) and gross male biased
strategies for a "happy marriage. No real chemical except written such
as a rich valley girl. I have literally tried googling her locks and
style guidelines and anything I could discover about her personal upkeep
because she looks so good and clearly knows what she is doing - this
book has all that!" But yea Kyle, you're totally "real! I should of
passed on this reserve . Onto Lisa Vanderpump's greatest seller! Dull
drab A lot of bragging about her ideal husband and how fabulous and
hands on she is as a mum compared to the other Hollywood mum's! That is
one person's opinions on from dating, makeup &. This book is EVERYTHING!
I have no idea just why there are negative reviews because of this book!
It really is everything I could have desired in her book - and more!!
Four Stars Good book boring this book was trying much too hard to be
funny and cutesy. God forbid should my guy see me "that way. i skimmed
the whole book in a few hours. When I browse the book I could literally
hear her saying what in my mind - 'haha' and all!Kyle basically launches
into an autobiography and "advice" concerning how she achieves her
perfect lifestyle. I am so so content I browse this! If you love Kyle
and need to feel just like you are seated in an area with her dishing
about like, parenting, and beauty secrets - then buy this reserve! Easy
light reading RHOBH has just started screening on free to air in
Australia, right from the start I actually was hooked and intrigued.
Kyle (provided I am just a little House fan, and of similar age group)
is my preferred. I believe this reserve helped me understand the present
a little more, in other phrases what you see is often not what you get.
I found a lot of the reviews unhelpful and perhaps just a little
spiteful, I am pleased I purchased the publication, enjoyed!!"Don't
waste materials your time. A boring read.. Five Stars Perfect just what
i was longing for! Thank you This book is a tale... Kyle got paid to
have someone else write this trash... Wish it doesn't all keep coming
back and bite her in the bum! the only chapter semi interesting, was the
chapter about her mom.SAVE YOUR MONEY! Didn't realize it had been a how
exactly to on life ! A real housewife, will not an author make, but I
guess I gave her an excessive amount of credit since Kyle always seemed
to be the least crazy of the bunch (and because I loved both of
Bethenny's books).! That is a pathetic example of how Kyle Richards
dupes the general public time and time again. I REALLY LIKE Kyle on the



present - she actually is clearly an amazing mom and friend and is
usually super compassionate and a genuine girls-girl! And I could tell
that she had not been paid to press any items or some unusual agenda.
actually making the effort to essentially read it harm my head. the
"tips" were just recycled from every beauty and fashion magazine.and she
visited the bank! Real Housewife no talent in writing Pretty superficial
I'd say." I guess I should be happy I don't reside in Beverly Hill cause
there is no way I'm doing my locks and putting lipgloss on before my
coffee.
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